UCLA CTSI
DISTINGUISHED SPEAKER
SERIES 2023 - 2024
IN COLLABORATION WITH THE
DAVID GEFFEN SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
WEDNESDAYS @12PM
N RB AUDITORIUM & ZOOM
Please register at uclahs.fyi/ctsi-seminar
For questions, contact ctsiseminar@mednet.ucla.edu

SCHEDULED SPEAKERS

Oct 4  ERAKA BATH
Oct 11  ERAN ELINAV
Oct 25  ANA FERNANDEZ-SESMA
Nov 1  BARRY LONDON
Nov 8  RICHARD FINKEL
Nov 15  ALCINO SILVA
Nov 29  MARK KAHN
Dec 13  DANA CUFF
Jan 3  JESSICA TOLLKUHN
Jan 10  ROGER HAJJAR
Jan 17  BARTLEY GRIFFITH
Jan 24  BRUCE SPIEGELMAN
Jan 31  JONATHAN KIPNIS
Feb 7  VALENTIN FUSTER
Feb 14  CRYSTAL LEE
Feb 21  JANAI R. CARR-ASCHER
Feb 28  CIGALL KADOCH
Mar 6  SULIANA MANLEY
Mar 13  JOHN CARETHERS
Mar 27  ALICE BERTAINA
Apr 3  STEPHEN CHANOCK
Apr 10  CAROL ROBINSON
Apr 17  DANIEL KASTNER
Apr 24  KATHRIN PLATH
May 1  JOSEPH TAKAHASHI
May 8  ELANA J. FERTIG
May 15  CHRISTIAN FREEZA
May 22  AARON GITLER
May 29  COSTAS LYSSIOTIS
June 5  LUKE O’NEIL
June 14  RICKY BLUTHENTHAL

UCLA
Weizmann Institute of Science
Mount Sinai
University of Iowa
St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital
UCLA
University of Pennsylvania
UCLA
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory
Mass General Brigham
University of Maryland
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute & Harvard University
Washington University in St. Louis
Mount Sinai
Indigenous Health and United Natives
UC Davis
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute & Harvard University
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
UC San Diego
Stanford University
NIH NCI/ DCEG
University of Oxford
NIH NHGRI
UCLA
University of Texas
Johns Hopkins University
University of Cologne
Stanford University
University of Michigan
Trinity College Dublin
USC University

Most events are offered in-person,
check our registration site for
updates on attendance options
Register here